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FAULT LOCATION,REPAIR,REWINDING AND

COMMISSIONING OF 3.3 K.V. 850 K.W. SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR

-A.R. Subramamanian
-R.A.A. Palani

20K41 compressor in Heavy Water Plant Tuticorin is compress-
ing medium pressure (120 Kg/cm2) syn.gas to high pressure
(240 Kg/cm2). Each compressor has capacity of 8 Ton/Hr. The
suction pressure (M.P. loop pressure) is maintained by the
pressure control valve 20 PCV 113 A & B which are in the by-
pass line of the compressor. When M.P. loop pressure goes
down below the set point of 120 Kg/cm2 this control valve
will open to take high pressure gas from compressor dis-
charge and feed to compressor suction (M.P. loop) to make up
to the pressure at the suction.

The syn. gas source for these two compressors is from main
cracker. Normally, main cracker load will be around 12
Ton/Hr of syn.gas output. When one compressor is down main
cracker load has to be reduced to 8 Ton/Kr to just feed one
compressor. Due to the above, D20 input of the Plant will
come down and production will reduce.

The above 20K41 compressor is driven by synchronous motor of
capacity 850 KW at 3.3 K.V. The stator core will have larger
diameter of 1820 mm in comparing to the length of 170 mm.
This motor is not being manufactured in India by any compa-
nies like BHEL, Kirloskar, NGEF, Siemens, Jyothi. The cost
of the synchronous motor is more than 1.5 crores. A synchro-
nous motor had been selected for operating a reciprocating
compressor because of the compressor low speed, higher
capacity, vibration level etc. Partially it helps for power
factor improvement and constant compressions of gas.

The details of the motor are as follows:-

Type
Manufacturing No.
Rating (KW)
Voltage (V)
Current (A)
Frequency (Hz)
Power factor
No. of phases
No. poles
Speed (rpm)

- SAT 146-17-1
- 156052
- 850
- 3300
- ISO
- 50
- 1
- 3
- 16
- 375

Stator:-

Winding connection - Star
Insulation class - B
Conductors/slot - 2 x 7 = 14
Dimensions of bare

conductor (mm) - 4.5 x 1.6 mm
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Type of winding - Lap, Thermalastic epoxy
insulation Category 4
wrapping

- 1 to 8Throw
Insulation qf
elementary conductor- Enamel class B + 1 fine

glass polyster epoxy
covering

Coil insulation - 6 layers of paper-mica
paper-epoxy

No. of slots
Parallel circuits
Resistance at 75 Deg.C
No. of terminals
Water temperature
Guaranteed temp, rise
Guaranteed temp.
High potential

test voltages

- 126
- 1
- 0.264 ohms
- 6(in two terminal boxes)
- 33 Deg. C
- 82 Deg. C
- 115 Deg. C

- 7600 V

Rotor:-

No. of coils - 16
No. of dampers/pole - 5
No. of turns/coil - 109
Dimensions of bare copper (mm)- 5 x 6 x 7.1
Copper insulation - 2 glass-epoxy covering
Pole insulation - Glass-Nomex-epoxy
Resistance at 75 Deg. C - 0.743 ohms
Insulation - Glass B
Excitation system:-
Static ' - ESCM/S/HI/EA/BT

The above motor feeder once tripped after 10 years of serv-
ice due to earth fault, on opening the above motor, it was
found that one of the coils got punctured and wedge
plate/guide plate near the above winding had fallen from its
position, which got bent and damaged the coil causing earth
fault. The failure of the above motor will drastically
affect the plant operations, to avoid the same with experi-
enced rewounder, all efforts had been made to replace the
defective coil alone, it could not be done because of the
type of insulation, that is resin moulded insulation. To
avoid production loss, the above faulty coil alone had been
bypassed, the other parts of the winding found intact and
passed all the field tests. The motor had been taken in
service, it was operating for four months. As we expected,
the above motor failed again after 4 months with the same
earth fault due to adjacent coil failure. There was also
slight core damage, this time there was no alternative
except repairing the core and rewinding the motor. Because
of its special type of spare core stampings could not be
arranged in India, an alternative method of repairing the
core with staqqering the stampings had been suggested. The
s«inie had been carried out arid the required testing with the
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maximum flux density of 14000 lines/sq.cm. had been de-
veloped in the core, temperature rises had been monitored,
found in tact. After processing the core the rewinding had
been carried out with better insulation, that is Class F
inoulation instead of Class B insulation. The insulation
otrength had been raised without affecting the conductor
size. Specialised insulating materials like, Super ena-
»olled polyster film lapping double Fibre glass (Class F)
over the conductors SAMICATHIRM tapes over the coil and
ptraignt through portions, mica tape in the over head por-
tions, EPOFELEX tape for inter-coil insulations had been
uoed.

Finally/ with all the above, the motor had been recommis-
aioned within a spell of 25 days from the date of failure.
All designs and alterations had been made by HWP(T). The
performance of the above motor is better than the other
similar imported motor with HWP(T).

The- above failure is only due to vibration which caused the
falling of Wedge plate which in turn made the winding defec-
tive. To avoid this recurrence, all the wedge plates near
the slots rewelded after core repairing and before rewind-
ing.

Hunting of motors:-

Due to variation in load at times the motor may be hunting
which can be observed from the ammeter oscillation. This
nay induce/cause various harmonics in the stator winding due
to fluctuations in the rotor speed especially for synchro-
nous motors, the hunting will be in the higher side, at
frequencies around 50 to 50.5 c/s. To avoid the same, the
bus voltage can be slightly raised to compensate the load
requirement, without affecting the fault level and within
the prescribed voltage variations.

Before the Annual Turn Around there was problem with 20K41
synchronous motor slip ring. Continuous arcing was persist-
ing between the brush and the slip ring during its running
time. The intermittent cleaning of slip rings replacement
of brush and brush holders did not solve the problem.
Arcing was continued to be persisting.

During the inspection of slip ring in 2 locations in the
opposite direction, there was a dent upto -0.39 mm/390
microns. Since Mechanical section expressed the difficul-
ties of turning the same in position, arrangements were made
to remove the slip ring from position. M/s. Bangalore
Electricals, one of the specialists in motor repairing and
rewinding had been called to inspect the same and to get the
guidelines for removal of the slip ring from position.
Efforts had been made to remove the slip ring with heavy
pullers. But it could not be succeeded with. Slip rina
could not be heated and removed because of the expected
failure of inr.ulation between slip ring arid the motor. Due
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to the above problems, the job became stalemate. Hence it
was decided to lap/file the slip ring in position by rotat-
ing the rotor manually and by continuously monitoring the
surface through a dial gauge. A labour contract had been
arranged for'carrying out the above job. The slip ring had
been divided geometrically (marked) into 62 divisions to
find out the exact variation in different locations. The
initial dial gauge reading had been recorded. Filing had
been carried out in terms of microns by the way of rotating.

Because of the above, the dent value slowly came down from
-390 microns to +10 microns after the continuous working
for nore than 20 days.

The required brush positions, pressure all had been set as
recommended by the manufacturers. New brushes had been
provided. Assembled the motor and started. The motor is
running very smoothly without any arcing and the attempt was
successful.
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